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Abstract. Philosophers have long pondered the Problem of Universals. Socrates

and Plato hypothesized that Universals exist independent of the real world in

a universe of their own. The Doctrine of the Forms was criticized by Aristotle,

who stated that the Universals do not exist apart from things — a theory

known as Hylomorphism. This paper postulates that Measurement in Quan-

tum Mechanics is the process that gives rise to the instantiation of Universals

as Properties, a process we refer to as Hylomorphic Functions. This combines

substance metaphysics and process metaphysics into a metaphysical realism

that identifies the instantiation of Universals as causally active processes and

recognizes the dualism of both substance and information. Measurements of

fundamental properties of matter are the Atomic Universals of metaphysics,

which combine to form the whole range of Universals. We look at this hy-

pothesis in relation to two different interpretations of Quantum Mechanics:

the Copenhagen Interpretation, a version of Platonic Realism based on wave

function collapse, and the Pilot Wave Theory of Bohm and de Broglie, where

particle–particle interactions lead to an Aristotelian metaphysics. This view of

Universals explains the distinction between pure information and the medium

that transmits it and establishes the arrow of time. It also provides a distinc-

tion between Universals and Tropes based on whether a given Property is a

physical process or is based on the qualia of an individual organism. Since

the Hylomorphic Functions are causally active, it is possible to suggest exper-

imental tests that can verify this viewpoint of metaphysics.
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1. Introduction

In contemporary research on the relationship between Quantum Mechanics and

Metaphysics, the analysis of ontology mostly focuses on objects that have a physical

reality. As an example, Allori (Albert & Ney, 2013) analyzes which components of

Quantum Mechanics form a primitive ontology but excludes the abstract objects

from consideration:

Why the qualification “primitive ontology,” instead of just “on-

tology” simpliciter? First, the idea is that the primitive ontology

does not exhaust all the ontology — it just accounts for physical

objects. Other things might exist (numbers, mathematical objects,

abstract entities, laws of nature, and so on), and some of them (like

natural laws) might be described by other objects in the ontology

of a fundamental physical theory.

It is fair to ask if there are universals that can be considered to be part of

a primitive ontology in their own right and how they should be represented. If

the distinction is to be made between physical objects and abstract entities, the

question arises: where are abstract objects found in reality — if at all — and,

assuming they exist, how do they interact with the physical objects? This is the

Problem of Universals.

People who believe that Universals actually exist are calledMetaphysical Realists.

The two classical versions of Realism are Platonism and the more moderate Realism

of Aristotle. Modern Platonism does not have all of the characteristics of classical

Platonism, but it does postulate a separate realm of existence for the Universals.

This viewpoint was expressed by Frege, especially in his book “The Foundations
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of Arithmetic” (Frege & Austin, 1953). Other famous mathematicians such as

Kurt Gödel have expressed a Mathematical Platonism (Parsons, 1995). Carmichael

(Carmichael, 2016) advocates a type of Platonism he calls “Deep Platonism”.

Aristotle gave an alternative to Platonism. In his Metaphysics (Aristotle &

Ross, 1924), he analyzed the Doctrine of the Forms, and concurred with Plato

in the belief that the Forms are real: they provide a conceptual framework that

we use to understand the objects of reality, and these concepts exist in their own

right. But he had criticisms of the doctrine as Plato described it. The idea that

the Forms exist in a separate plane of existence leads to questions about how the

world of Forms and the world of reality interact. The Metaphysics ends with some

arguments applied to mathematical objects in particular. Aristotle discusses the

relationship between the mathematical Forms and reality, and the question of their

independent existence. He concludes:

And it is evident that the objects of mathematics do not exist apart;

for if they existed apart their attributes would not have been present

in bodies. [Book N, Section 3]

So Aristotle has an ontology different from that of Plato and later Frege. Al-

though he acknowledges the existence of Universals — ideal Forms — they do not

have a separate existence in an ideal world.

The idea that the Forms do not exist apart from things has been termed “Hylo-

morphism”, from the concept hylo — wood or matter — and the concept morph —

form or spirit. This terminology arose out of the Nineteenth Century’s appreciation

of St. Thomas Aquinas’ analysis of Aristotle’s thought as it applied to Christian

philosophy (Manning, 2013).
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Although Metaphysical Realism has gone through many stages of development,

the groundwork was laid in Platonic Realism and Aristotle’s Metaphysics. Although

a case can be made for either approach, the main thesis of this paper — that

Universals exist as the result of causally active physical processes — tends to favor

an Aristotelian view of Universals. Although Aristotle’s viewpoint has been termed

a “Moderate” or “Immanent” Realism (Armstrong, 2005), the type of Metaphysical

Realism advocated here can be considered an “Extreme” Metaphysical Realism or

“Physical” Metaphysical Realism.

In the Twentieth Century we have seen the development of “Process Meta-

physics” especially the work of Whitehead (Whitehead, 2010). Seibt (Seibt, 2009)

and Rescher (Rescher, 1996), among others, have different versions of Process Meta-

physics. In contrast to Substance Metaphysics, Process Metaphysics has processes

as the foundation of its ontology, rather than objects. The type of Process Meta-

physics discussed here is the more generic type as described by Rescher.

Process Metaphysics is often discussed as an alternative to Substance Meta-

physics, but it is certainly possible to combine the two viewpoints. But, as Rescher

notes: “The mixed - and thereby more complicated - option of a theory of things-

in-process has not found much favor since the hey-day of Aristotelianism.”1 In this

paper, abstract objects will be considered as contingent upon the more fundamental

process of instantiation of a property of an object. The process of instantiation is

considered part of the basic ontology — it creates information. It also forms the

1Ellis (Ellis, 2005) considers a combination of substance and process metaphysics, in the context

of scientific essentialism, but a process is limited to be a sequence of physical events, which are

defined as some change of energy distribution in the universe.
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basis of sensation as a prerequisite to mental acts. This also preserves the viewpoint

that the world consists of a duality of both substance and information.

In contemporary metaphysics, philosophers such as Armstrong and Lowe are

considered Realists when it comes to the problem of Universals. Lowe, in his Four

Category Ontology (Lowe, 2006) establishes a framework in which both Universals

and Tropes coexist. The arguments made here are in that spirit: we will try to

make the case that Universals exist, while still allowing for the coexistence of ab-

stract particulars like Tropes. We will not make an exclusive commitment between

Universals and Tropes in the ontological hierarchy.

In claiming that there exist Universals that are causally active, it is incumbent

to discuss what experimental tests can be applied to prove that this is actually true.

We shall begin by discussing the definition of these physical Universals in Quantum

Mechanics, the philosophical implications of their existence, and then the physical

implications of their existence, in a testable fashion.

2. Universals, Properties and Particulars

First, we need to define what a Universal is.

E.J. Lowe describes Universals versus Objects as follows (Lowe, 2003):

Objects are entities which possess, or ’bear’, properties, whereas

properties are entities that are possessed, or ’borne’ by objects.

Matters are complicated by the fact that properties can themselves

possess properties, that is, so–called ’higher–order properties’ as,

for example, the property of being red, or redness, has the second–

order property of being a colour–property. In view of this, one may

wish to characterize an ’object’ more precisely as being an entity
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which bears properties but which is not itself borne by anything

else.

...

An object is a property–bearing particular which is not itself

borne by anything else: in traditional terms, it is an individual sub-

stance. A Universal (at least, a first–order Universal) is a property

conceived as a “repeatable” entity, that is, conceived as something

that may be borne by many different particulars, at different times

and places.

It is important to note that Universals, as Lowe defines them, are causally inert.

Lowe says:

... it seems that only particulars can participate in causal rela-

tionships and that an object participates in such relationships in

different ways according to its different properties.

Therefore, entities do not necessarily have a physical existence — there can exist

objects as abstract entities. Universals are such entities. Universals, in that they do

not refer to a single object are sometimes termed “Abstract Objects” (Lowe, 1995).

Lowe gives three main conceptions of abstract objects. First, an abstract object is

an object that does not have a specified space–time location. The second conception

is that an abstract object does not exist by itself, but is an abstraction of one or

more concrete objects. Either of these two conceptions lead to some problems.

The non–spatial description of abstract objects leads to problems in an attempt

to arrive at a hylomorphic characterization of Universals that are instantiated as a

physical process. The “morphic” aspect of a Universal may be without coordinates,
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but the “hylo” instantiation does involve the coordinates of any number of concrete

objects that exemplify this property, since each instantiation is different. The

second concept is problematic as an attempt to establish a metaphysical Realism for

the Universals, since this implies they have no causal power – they lack the ability

to enter into causal relationships. This viewpoint does not adequately specify how

abstract and concrete objects are related.

Lowe credits Frege with the third major conception of abstract objects through

the use of equivalence relations. Hale and Wright describe it this way (Hale &

Wright, 2009):

Standardly, an abstraction principle is formulated as a univer-

sally quantified biconditional — schematically: (∀a)(∀b)(Σ(a) =

Σ(b) ⇐⇒ E(a, b)), where a and b are variables of a given type

(typically first- or second–order), Σ is a termforming operator, de-

noting a function from items of the given type to objects in the

range of the first–order variables, and E is an equivalence relation

over items of the given type.

Frege gives an example (Frege & Austin, 1953) in terms of the concept of parallel

lines. Line a is parallel to line b if the directions of the two lines are identical.

The two lines qua lines each have a direction, and the directions are the same:

Dir(a) = Dir(b) ⇐⇒ a and b are parallel. This way of considering abstract

objects applies naturally to numbers. Frege, citing a principle of Hume, describes

the concept of number through this type of equivalence relation: The number of

F ’s = the number of G’s if and only if there are just as many F ’s as G’s.
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The first two definitions are not as easy to relate to the mathematical formulation

of quantum mechanics, whereas the equivalence relation gives the desired mathe-

matical definition. Although all three definitions have their critics and detractors,

the relational definition shall be used here.

This gives us a notion of an abstract object in terms of a function. In accordance

with the discussion above, a Universal is the equivalence class of the output of a

function U from a domain D to a range R where the equivalence relation E is

as follows: for any two elements of x, y ∈ D, xEy is true if and only if U(x) =

U(y). In the first order case, Particulars form the domain of the function. The

application of the function is termed an Instantiation of that Universal. Each

Universal instantiates a Property, which is the range of the function. And a Property

Value refers to the output of the function for that given instantiation, where these

Property Values impose an equivalence relation on the set of Particulars2.

Using this formalism, we claim that instantiation is more fundamental than the

Universal that it instantiates. The act of instantiation is prior the existence of

the Universal and the existence of the Universal is contingent on the process of

instantiation. This is not an unusual position in metaphysics: a number of people

such as Armstrong (Armstrong, 1989) (Armstrong, 2004), Lowe (Lowe, 2006) and

Juvshik (Juvshik, 2017) have expressed the idea that truth-makers and states of

affairs are ontologically prior to the Universals that they instantiate.

Considering the process of instantiation as fundamental leads to the inclusion of

process metaphysics in combination with substance metaphysics as a better way of

2Note that Properties are often considered to be possessed by an object or not, such as saying

“the ball is red”. In the formalism of this paper, this is a Boolean function whose Property Value

is either True or False.
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describing the world than substance metaphysics or process metaphysics alone. The

resultant ontology contains both static substances and dynamic processes, where the

action of instantiation can be considered to be an “object”. Although Frege’s notion

of an equivalence relation is an abstract object, the equivalence is only established

through the act of instantiation, since by definition, the objects x, y ∈ D, are

equivalent by the relation xEy only if the instantiation process U(x) = U(y) has

been executed.

Seibt’s General Process Ontology (Seibt, 2009) (Seibt, 2002) (Seibt, 2015) is an

example of this viewpoint. She writes “General processes are independent, indi-

vidual, concrete, spatiotemporally extended, non-particular, non-countable, deter-

minable and dynamic entities”. She applies General Process Ontology to Quantum

Field Theory, but in a fashion different from the approach given here. In particular,

Seibt describes the “Myth of Substance”, instead of considering a combination of

both substance and process.

The combination of substance and process ontology can be seen in formal sys-

tems. The Predicate Calculus (Kleene, 1967) is a formalization of mathematical

reasoning in terms of substance metaphysics. The Universe of Discourse is a set of

concrete objects, where both Predicates and Functions are abstract objects (Prop-

erties) expressed as subsets of the Universe of Discourse (or its Cartesian products).

In contrast, the General Recursive Functions (Rogers, 1967) have both objects (the
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integers) and processes (functions)3. Both formalisms are effectively equivalent, but

their expression and application are completely different.

Combining substance and process metaphysics also preserves the notion of mind–

body dualism, and gives a conceptual framework in which to consider how the two

interact. We will expand upon this later.

A further point is that including the concept of process into the formal system

also introduces the concept of time. Formal proofs in the predicate calculus use

the set of integers as an ordinal notation to express time as a static property. In

contrast, the General Recursive Functions capture the notion of time directly. They

also make clear the arrow of time as an irreversible process. Many–to–one functions

are not invertible by their very nature, and trap door functions are asymmetric in

their computational cost.

What about tropes? According to Trope Theory (Williams, 1953), (Maurin,

2011), there are no Universals, only abstract Particulars. Considering the process

of instantiation as primary, we can allow for both Universals and Tropes, depending

on what got instantiated. Tropes are often grouped according to their resemblance,

which in the simple case4, would be expressed in a manner similar to the formal

definition given above. In this case, a Trope is instantiated, with the equivalence

3For example, in computer science the formalisms equivalent to the General Recursive Func-

tions are Turing Machines or the specification of computers as collections of silicon gates. It is

interesting to note that Complexity Theory discusses space/time tradeoffs in the costs of compu-

tation, which is essentially trading off substance (memory size) and process (computation time).

4Resemblance is typically more than an equivalence relation. Resemblance can also be ex-

pressed as clusters of similar Particulars, where overlap between clusters could be allowed (reddish-

green as being both red and green), or having the clusters defined in terms of some “centroid”.
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relation redefined by replacing the term “Universal” with “Resemblance“. The

distinction between a Universal and a Trope will be discussed further in Section 8.

The first part of this paper, though, will focus on Universals. We make an onto-

logical commitment to extreme metaphysical realism, especially in mathematics5.

In contrast to philosophers like Armstrong (Armstrong, 1983) (Armstrong, 1989)

and Lowe (Lowe, 2006), we claim that there can exist uninstantiated Universals.

For example, it is common in mathematics to have “existence proofs” where it is

proved that a mathematical object having certain properties exists, but with no

way to provide an example of such an object. This is common for proofs involving

classes of objects such as the Cantorian sets, sets in the Arithmetic Hierarchy or

the Medvedev Lattice (Rogers, 1967). That leaves us open to a Platonic Realism,

which we shall discuss later. Note that having the process of instantiation as part of

the fundamental ontology avoids some difficulties with abstract mathematical ob-

jects such as infinities. For example, the sequence of integers ω is expressed nicely

by referring to a process that generates the sequence using the induction axiom of

Peano Arithmetic, as noted by Hale and Wright (Hale & Wright, 2002).

In discussing metaphysics in relation to quantum mechanics, the entities under

consideration are often limited to those which have a physical existence. This is

referred to as a “primitive ontology”. Allori (Albert & Ney, 2013) describes the

primitive ontology this way:

5Carmichael (Carmichael, 2010) considers the concept of “necessarily true” propositions and

claims that they are Universals that are mind independent. The distinction is that a necessarily

true proposition is true whether or not minds exist. Mathematical concepts can be considered

necessarily true Universals.
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The main idea is that all fundamental physical theories, from clas-

sical mechanics to quantum theories, share the following common

structure:

(1) Any fundamental physical theory is supposed to account for

the world around us (the manifest image), which appears to

be constituted by three–dimensional macroscopic objects with

definite properties.

(2) To accomplish that, the theory will be about a given prim-

itive ontology: entities living in three–dimensional space or

in space–time. They are the fundamental building blocks of

everything else, and their histories through time provide a

picture of the world according to the theory (the scientific

image).

(3) The formalism of the theory contains primitive variables to de-

scribe the primitive ontology, and nonprimitive variables nec-

essary to mathematically implement how the primitive vari-

ables will evolve in time.

(4) Once these ingredients are provided, all the properties of macro-

scopic objects of our everyday life follow from a clear explana-

tory scheme in terms of the primitive ontology.

In this sense the primitive ontology is the most fundamental

ingredient of the theory. It grounds the “architecture” of the the-

ory: first we describe matter through the primitive variables, then
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we describe its dynamics, implemented by some nonprimitive vari-

ables, and that’s it. All the macroscopic properties are recoverable.

This summarizes the explanatory role of the primitive ontology.

This is also connected with the “primitiveness” of the primitive

ontology: even if the primitive ontology does not exhaust all the

ontology, it makes direct contact between the manifest and the

scientific image. Because the primitive ontology describes matter

in the theory (the scientific image), we can directly compare its

macroscopic behavior to the behavior of matter in the world of our

everyday experience (the manifest image). Not so for the other

nonprimitive variables, which can only be compared indirectly in

terms of the ways they affect the behavior of the primitive ontology.

In contrast, we shall attempt here to expand the classes of objects in the prim-

itive ontology to include the instantiation of some Universals as processes. These

processes will be as fundamental to the theory as the concrete entities of standard

physics. We extend the ontology as follows. The instantiation of Universals will

be used as a fundamental explanation of the Measurement Problem. The act of

measurement, at this fundamental level, makes the abstract objects of metaphysics

— expressed as process — into causal participants, as much a part of the primi-

tive ontology as concrete objects. This extends the primitive ontology, the basic

variables and functions, upon which scientific theory is grounded.

Related to the question of Universals is the notion of Information. We shall

consider information from a metaphysical standpoint. Note that, although infor-

mation requires a physical medium for its transmission, it exists as a configuration
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of abstract objects. That is, information is composed of Properties instantiated by

Universals (or Tropes).

This is an abstract definition of information, in that it does not address how in-

formation is stored or transmitted, nor how it is quantified. Describing information

in terms of metaphysics, we are focusing on the information itself and, depending

on the Property being instantiated, what the information is, on a fundamental level.

How these fundamental units of information are combined and interpreted is not

in the scope of this paper6.

Aristotelian metaphysics requires a physical medium to be associated with this

information, in that Forms do not exist apart from things. In a Platonic interpreta-

tion, the relationship is more fraught. When it comes to the different interpretations

of quantum mechanics, we will discuss the relationship between the information and

its means of transmission.

As Lowe mentioned above, Universals are considered to be causally inert. We

are claiming that some Universals are causally active, in the sense that their in-

stantiation is a physical process independent of a mental act, a process that causes

other things to happen. A causally active Universal is one that is spontaneously

instantiated without the necessity of having a mind present — it is information that

is independent of a mind to process that information. It is the output of a process

— the information generated by that process. This information then proceeds to

affect other things as a consequence.

6This viewpoint is intermediate between information as defined by Shannon (Shannon, 1948)

which is more about how information is carried by a medium, and Generalized Representational

Information Theory of Vigo (Vigo, 2011) (Vigo, 2012) which is about how information is structured

and combined.
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The next section gives some salient points of two major interpretations of Quan-

tum Mechanics.

3. Quantum Mechanics: Copenhagen Interpretation and Pilot Wave

Theory

The way that abstract objects are related to physical objects depends on the

possible interpretations of quantum mechanics. Two of the most successful formu-

lations are the Copenhagen Interpretation and the Pilot Wave Theory, also known

as Bohm–de Brogle Mechanics. Although there are other well–regarded interpreta-

tions, such as Everett’s Many Worlds Theory and Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber Theory,

among others, we will limit ourselves to these two.

3.1. The Copenhagen Interpretation. The Copenhagen Interpretation (and its

variants) is generally regarded as the most popular interpretation of quantum me-

chanics. This viewpoint started with Bohr and Heisenberg who were working to-

gether in Denmark. There is some question as to how much Bohr actually agreed

with the Copenhagen Interpretation as it came to be known (Gomatam, 2007).

The term was first used by Heisenberg (Howard, 2004). The major principles of

the Copenhagen Interpretation are as follows:

• A system is described by a state vector in a Hilbert space. The state vector

changes in one of two ways:

– The state vector changes continuously through the passage of time,

according to the Schrödinger wave function.
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– The state vector changes discontinuously, according to probability

laws, if a measurement is made. This is termed wave function col-

lapse.

• The Born Rule: The probability of the outcome of a measurement is given

by the square of the modulus of the amplitude of the wave function.

• The Uncertainty Principle: It is not possible to know the value of all the

properties of the system at the same time if the properties do not commute.

• The Complementarity Principle: The result of an experiment must be given

in classical terms. Evidence obtained under different experimental condi-

tions cannot be comprehended within a single picture, but must be regarded

as complementary in the sense that only the totality of the phenomena ex-

hausts the possible information about the objects. For example, in the

double slit experiment, an electron could show either a particle or wave–

like nature depending on the setup of the experiment.

• The Correspondence Principle: The quantum mechanical behavior repro-

duces classical behavior in the limit of large quantum numbers.

The main concept we shall consider here is the Measurement Problem.

A measurement was defined by Dirac (Dirac, 1981) as:

A measurement always causes the system to jump into an eigen-

state of the dynamical variable that is being measured, the eigen-

value this eigenstate belongs to being equal to the result of the

measurement.
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A measurement is related to an observable. An observable, such as momentum

or spin can be represented as an operator in a vector space (Sakurai & Napoli-

tano, 2011). A measurement collapses the wave function of a system which is a

superposition of states into one of the eigenstates of the system. This results in an

observable eigenvalue related to that eigenstate.

To relate measurement to metaphysical Universals, recall that we are defining

Universals in terms of equivalence relations. Equivalence relations for quantum

mechanical measurements require conjugacy classes: equivalence relations based

on eigenvalues are insufficient because many measurements yield the same values

(Wilson, 2015). Therefore when we relate measurements as eigenvalues to an in-

stantiation of a Universal as a Property Value we are referring to the conjugacy

classes associated with the operator the measurement is derived from.

The interpretation of wave function collapse has been subject to debate from the

time it was first identified. One interpretation came from Heisenberg, von Neumann

and Wigner.

Heisenberg, in his original 1927 paper The Physical Content of Quantum Kine-

matics and Mechanics (Wheeler et al., 1983) describes wave function collapse as as

an act of observation:

I believe that one can fruitfully formulate the origin of the classical

“orbit” in this way: the “orbit” comes into being only when we ob-

serve it. For example, let an atom be given in a state of excitation

n = 1000. The dimensions of the orbit in this case are already

relatively large so that ... it is enough to use light of relatively

low wavelength to determine the position of the electron. If the
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position determination is not to be too fuzzy then the Compton

recoil will put the atom in some state of excitation, say, between

950 and 1050. Simultaneously, the momentum of the electron can

be determined from the Doppler effect with a precision given by

[Err(p)Err(q) ≥ ~]. One can characterize the experimental find-

ing by a wave–packet, or, better, a probability–amplitude packet,

in q–space of a spread given by the wavelength of the light used,

and built up primarily out of eigenfunctions between the 950th and

1050th eigenfunction — and by a corresponding packet in p–space.

This concept was further incorporated into the mathematical formulation of

quantum mechanics by John von Neumann, in his 1932 work The Mathematical

Foundations of Quantum Mechanics. He separates the observer from the observed

system as follows, using the example of a person reading a temperature using a

mercury thermometer (von Neumann, 1996):

But in any case, no matter how far we calculate — to the mercury

vessel, to the scale of the thermometer, to the retina, or into the

brain, at some time we must say: and this is perceived by the

observer. That is, we must always divide the world into two parts,

the one being the observed system, the other the observer. In

the former, we can follow up all physical processes (in principle at

least) arbitrarily precisely. In the latter, this is meaningless.

The boundary between the two is arbitrary to a very large ex-

tent. In particular we saw in the four different possibilities in
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the example above [measuring a temperature with a mercury ther-

mometer], that the observer in this sense needs not to become

identified with the body of the actual observer: In one instance in

the above example, we included even the thermometer in it, while

in another instance, even the eyes and optic nerve tract were not

included. That this boundary can be pushed arbitrarily deeply

into the interior of the body of the actual observer is the con-

tent of the principle of the psycho–physical parallelism — but this

does not change the fact that in each method of description the

boundary must be put somewhere, if the method is not to proceed

vacuously, i.e., if a comparison with experiment is to be possible.

Indeed experience only makes statements of this type: an observer

has made a certain (subjective) observation; and never any like

this: a physical quantity has a certain value.

This viewpoint was extended by Wigner in the argument that has come to be

called “Wigner’s Friend”. To paraphrase Remarks on the Mind-Body Question

(Wheeler et al., 1983) Wigner makes the argument that if he asks a friend if that

friend has seen a physical phenomenon or not, such as a flash of light from an

atomic process, then since that event was in the past and the person has made the

observation, the interaction of the friend and physical object is either in one or the

other state corresponding to the observational outcome, and not a superposition of

the two outcomes. Wigner contrasts this with the substitution of the friend for a

measuring apparatus. In this case he states that the joint system of physical object

and measuring apparatus is a superposition of states. He goes on:
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If the [measuring apparatus] is replaced by a conscious being, the

wave function [as a superposition] appears absurd because it im-

plies that my friend was in a state of suspended animation before

he answered my question.

It follows that the being with a consciousness must have a dif-

ferent role in quantum mechanics than the inanimate measuring

device.

So, according to Wigner, consciousness must play a role in quantum mechanics

different from that of inanimate objects.

3.2. Bohr’s Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics. Other physicists did not

agree with the necessity of consciousness. Bohr is a case in point. Howard (Howard,

2004) and Gomatam (Gomatam, 2007) have looked at Bohr’s alternative viewpoint.

Howard makes the case that Heisenberg coined the term “Copenhagen Interpreta-

tion” and that this interpretation is mostly his. Bohr’s viewpoint was different.

In Bohr’s view, the process of going from the quantum realm to the classical

realm must be considered in the context of both the object being measured and

the measuring apparatus. The concept of wave function collapse still plays a part

in this interpretation, and is considered a fundamental process. The measurement

of the object will result in a change of state of the object. But there is no need to

postulate an observer: the wave function undergoes a discontinuous change which

transfers information from the object to the measuring apparatus.

The value being measured is a consequence of the complete system, both mea-

surement apparatus and object being measured. In this viewpoint, there is no

effect from outside on what is measured, and thus no need for an observer. Instead,
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the phenomenon being measured is a result of the interaction of the measurement

apparatus and the object being measured, no more.

Niels Bohr in his 1928 paper The Quantum Postulate and the Recent Develop-

ment of Atomic Theory’ (Wheeler et al., 1983) says it this way:

Now, the quantum postulate implies that any observation of atomic

phenomena will involve an interaction with the agency of observa-

tion not to be neglected. Accordingly, an independent reality in

the ordinary physical sense can neither be ascribed to the phenom-

ena nor to the agencies of observation. After all, the concept of

observation is in so far arbitrary as it depends upon which objects

are included in the system to be observed. Ultimately every ob-

servation can of course be reduced to our sense perceptions. The

circumstance, however, that in interpreting observations use has

always to be made of theoretical notions, entails that for every

particular case it is a question of convenience at which point the

concept of observation involving the quantum postulate with its

inherent “irrationality” is brought in.

The notion of complementarity is important because it describes the interface

between the quantum level and classical measurements. But this leaves open the

question of what the classical measurements mean. Bohr claims that they are

derived from sense perceptions. But there is more to it than that, since the bare

fact of being a perception does not provide the meaning of the perception. When

Bohr refers to classical observations, they are usually in terms of the parameters

that make up classical physics — e.g. mass, motion, charge and position — abstract
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objects that may have begun as sense perceptions, but are now part of a physical

theory that has been built up since the time of the ancient Greeks, and systematized

in the Enlightenment.

An example of this is the result of the two slit experiment. There may be different

observations, depending on the different experimental setups, in accordance with

Bohr’s viewpoint of the entangled nature of the object and measuring apparatus.

But more than that, there is a conceptual interpretation of what the senses actually

observe. With perception comes interpretation.

Bohr stresses the physical basis of our sensory observations:

In using an optical instrument for determination of position, it

is necessary to remember that the formation of the image always

requires a convergent beam of light...

In measuring momentum with the aid of the Doppler effect ...

one will employ a parallel wave–train...

In tracing observations back to our perceptions, once more re-

gard has to be taken to the quantum postulate in connection with

the perception of the agency of observation, be it through its di-

rect action upon the eye or by means of suitable auxiliaries such

as photographic plates, Wilson clouds, etc.

So instead of a separation between observer and that which is observed, there is

a causal chain that proceeds from the quantum phenomenon to its interpretation

in the mind.

3.3. Pilot Wave Theory. In contrast to the Copenhagen Interpretation, there is

the Pilot Wave Theory of Bohm and de Broglie. Although de Broglie came up with
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a Pilot Wave theory, which he presented at the Solvay conference in 1927, he was

met with objections and soon abandoned this approach. David Bohm developed

the theory independently in 1952 (Bohm, 1952a) (Bohm, 1952b) and extended it

in subsequent papers.

Bohm’s pilot wave is a type of “hidden variables” theory. That is, he postulates

that the Schrödinger Wave equation is an incomplete description of reality at the

quantum mechanical level. In Bohm’s viewpoint, each particle in the universe has a

defined position. The motion of each particle from one position to another is guided

by the Schrödinger Wave equation. This is the “pilot wave” in that it guides the

particle. One of the main proponents of the Pilot Wave Theory was John Bell (Bell,

2004).

Besides the Schrödinger wave equation for N particles:

i~
∂

∂t
ψ = −

N∑
k=1

~2

2mk
∆2

kψ + V ψ

we have the “hidden variables”, the position of the particles Q1, ..., Qn

dQk

dt
(t) =

~
mk

Im(
∆kψ

ψ
)(Q1, Q2, ..., Qn, t)

Similar to Schrödinger with the Copenhagen interpretation, Bohm considered

the wave function as information:

The first of these new properties can be seen by noting that the

quantum potential is not changed when we multiply the field inten-

sity ψ by an arbitrary constant. (This is because ψ appears both

in the numerator and the denominator of Q.) This means that

the effect of the quantum potential is independent of the strength

(i.e.. the intensity) of the quantum field but depends only on its
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form. By contrast, classical waves, which act mechanically (i.e.,

to transfer energy and momentum, for example, to push a floating

object) always produce effects that are more or less proportional

to the strength of the wave.

To give an analogy, we may consider a ship on automatic pilot

being guided by radio waves. Here too, the effect of the radio waves

is independent of their intensity and depends only on their form.

The essential point is that the ship is moving with its own energy,

and that the information in the radio waves is taken up to direct

the much greater energy of the ship. We may therefore propose

that an electron too moves under its own energy, and that the

information in the form of the quantum wave directs the energy of

the electron.

The main difference between Pilot Wave Theory and the Copenhagen Interpre-

tation is that Pilot Wave Theory is deterministic, whereas the Copenhagen Inter-

pretation appears to be essentially random when it comes to the wave function

collapse. The two approaches though, are thought to give identical results. The

randomness of the Copenhagen Interpretation is replaced by an uncertainty in the

initial conditions of the particles being measured in Pilot Wave Theory. This un-

certainty makes the results of the measurement to appear random, even though the

positions of the particles are fully determined at all time. Although the Pilot Wave

Theory was criticized by Englert, Scully and Süssmann (Englert et al., 1992) as

resulting in surrealistic particle trajectories, recent experimental results by Kocsis
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et al. (Kocsis et al., 2011) and Mahler et al. (Mahler et al., 2016) show that these

trajectories can actually be observed.

What appears to be indeterminacy in the Pilot Wave Theory is the inability to

predict the configuration of a collection of particles, as measured by an interaction.

But this is due, not to randomness, but to two conditions. First, the initial particle

positions that preceded the interaction under consideration makes the prediction

of any outcome well–nigh impossible. Second, the equations of motion contains a

non–classical component which Bohm terms the “quantum–mechanical” potential

mentioned above:

U = (
−~2

2m
)
∆2R

R

This quantum mechanical potential can change rapidly with position and is

therefore hard to predict.

Bohm discusses these differences with the Copenhagen interpretation in terms of

the two slit experiment. The interference pattern exists for two slits, but changes

when one of the slits is closed. In the Copenhagen interpretation, this discrepancy

is resolved by appeal to the idea that the particles in the two slit experiment can

be considered both as waves and as particles: any model of the experiment in

the Copenhagen interpretation must include both wave and particle properties.

Any attempt to measure the position of the particle would destroy the interference

pattern, and lead to a pattern that represents the scattering of particles.

Bohm responds to this viewpoint by acknowledging the Schrödinger wave equa-

tion as the driving equation for the two slit experiment, but this represents the

forces acting on the particle. The indeterminacy of the Copenhagen interpretation

comes from the unknown initial conditions of the particle. In Pilot Wave Theory,
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the quantum mechanical behavior is determined by the quantum mechanical poten-

tial. This potential changes rapidly with position and determines the complexity

of the particle location in the two slit system. Closing one of the slits changes the

potential, which allows the particle to reach positions that would not be possible in

the double slit case. An attempt to measure the location of the particle will create

a disturbance that destroys the interference pattern, but this is done by changing

the quantum mechanical potential. This measurement changes the wave equation,

but is not inherent in a conceptual wave–particle structure. It could be possible

to make a measurement that does not destroy the interference pattern, if done

carefully.

This quantum mechanical potential can be very powerful in certain circum-

stances. Bohm describes the Franck–Hertz experiment where moving electrons

interact with stationary atoms through elastic scattering:

Here, we shall see that the apparently discontinuous nature of the

process of transfer of energy from the bombarding particle to the

atomic electron is brought about by the “quantum–mechanical”

potential, U = (−~2/2m)∆2R/R, which does not necessarily be-

come small when the wave intensity becomes small. Thus, even if

the force of interaction between the two particles is very weak, so

that a correspondingly small disturbance of the Schrödinger wave

function is produced by the interaction of these particles, this dis-

turbance is capable of bringing about very large transfers of energy

in a very short time. This means that if we view only the end re-

sults, this process presents the aspect of being discontinuous.
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In this context, the measurement problem is addressed in the case where the

information transfer of the measurement is as a result of an interaction between

particles as follows:

While interaction between the two particles takes place then, their

orbits are subject to wild fluctuations. Eventually, however, the

behavior of the system quiets down and becomes simple again. For

after the wave function takes its asymptotic form and the packets

corresponding to different values of m [the hydrogen atom quan-

tum number] have obtained classically describable separations ...

because the probability density is |ψ|2, the outgoing particle must

enter one of these packets and stay with that packet thereafter

(since it does not enter the space between packets in which the

probability density is negligibly different from zero).

A final point to mention about Pilot Wave Theory that will come up in this dis-

cussion is the asymmetry between the particles and the Schrödinger wave equation.

As Goldstein (Goldstein, 2010) puts it:

While the wave function is crucially implicated in the motion of the

particles, via [the guiding equation], the particles can have no effect

whatsoever on the wave function, since Schrödinger’s equation is an

autonomous equation for ψ, that does not involve the configuration

Q.

4. Universals in the Ontology of Quantum Mechanics

There are two parts to the question of Universals in the context of extreme

metaphysical realism. The first part is the process by which the Universals come to
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be associated with physical objects. The second part is the nature of the existence

of Universals themselves.

Essentially, a Universal is a concept. In quantum mechanics, individual instances

of concepts are measurements. The basic idea is that measurement is a process of

instantiating a Universal, which will be termed a Hylomorphic Function. So the

instantiation of Universals as Properties are the results of quantum measurement.

This gives a physical explanation for extreme metaphysical realism.

Each measurement can be considered as the output of a function. That is be-

cause each individual measurement can be considered to have a unique input — a

quantum state at a given time and place — and has an outcome that is an eigenstate

with an associated eigenvalue.

A measurement has an associated observable operator. The measurement col-

lapses the quantum state into one of a number of eigenstates. The operator asso-

ciated with the measurement forms an conjugacy class on the set of possible mea-

surements. Using the definition of a Universal as Frege’s concept of an equivalence

relation, the operator that specifies the measurement instantiates a metaphysical

Universal. The act of measurement executes the Hylomorphic Function, collaps-

ing the wave function into a Property Value — a particular instantiation of the

Universal at that time and place.

John Stewart Bell, in his article entitled The Theory of Local Beables (Bell,

2004) makes the distinction between beables and observables, where observables

are objects derived from the beables and beables are entities that have a physical

existence. He questions the physical reality of observables, in that he thinks that

the beables form a primitive ontology from which the observables can be derived:
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The concept of ‘observable’ lends itself to very precise mathematics

when identified with “self–adjoint operator.” But physically, it

is a rather woolly concept. It is not easy to identify precisely

which physical processes are to be given status of ’observations’

and which are to be relegated to the limbo between one observation

and another. So it could be hoped that some increase in precision

might be possible by concentration on the beables, which can be

described in ’classical terms’, because they are there. The beables

must include the settings of switches and knobs on experimental

equipment, the currents in coils, and the readings of instruments.

‘Observables’ must be made, somehow, out of beables. The theory

of local beables should contain, and give precise physical meaning

to, the algebra of local observables.

In Bell’s terms, the hylomorphic functions are the process of generating an ob-

servable from a beable. Bell prefers to focus only on beables (Bell, 2004):

In particular, we will exclude the notion of “observable” in favour

of that of “beable”. The beables of the theory are those elements

which might correspond to elements of reality, to things which

exist. Their existence does not depend on ’observation’. Indeed

observation and observers must be made out of beables.

Instead, we can have both. In terms of Bell’s distinction between observables

and beables, extreme metaphysical realism implies that observables do not exist

because of beables, but exist in their own right. The beables are composed of phys-

ical entities, as Bell states, and the observables are composed of the instantiation
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of Universals that are the results of quantum measurements. Thus, hylomorphic

functions do not supervene on physical objects — they are physical processes.

So what is the meaning of measurement in terms of Universals? Qualitatively,

measurement is the process of abstracting some Property from an object. The

instantiation of Universals as the output of a measurement means that these Prop-

erties are not fundamental objects — they are the results of processes that are

themselves fundamental. This is the justification for considering measurement as

an ontologically fundamental process. The resultant abstract object supervenes on

the process. Put another way, hylomorphic functions are the fundamental truth-

makers for the class of Universals that represent the outcome of quantum mechani-

cal measurements, the ground truth of physics. These Universals supervene on the

states of affairs that were created by the act of measurement.

This identification of the instantiation of hylomorphic functions as abstract Uni-

versals is due to the fact that a measurement can occur by itself, not just as a

mental act. It is an observation without an observer. It is causally active because

the value of a measurement affects other processes by transferring information to

those other processes, such as in Heisenberg’s description of a light measurement of

an electron orbit. This instantiation has a defined time and place, so any Property

Value that is the result of a hylomorphic function can only be true at that time

and place.

A measurement can be made of a quantum mechanical system of arbitrary com-

plexity. We need to consider the notion of an Atomic Universal. This is a funda-

mental physical observable, such as position, momentum, angular momentum or

spin. An Atomic Universal is a Property that is fundamental in the sense that it
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cannot be reduced to another Property or combination of Properties. Here, the

distinction made by Bell of a local beable is worth noting. What makes them local

is that local beables can be assigned to some bounded space time region. This

locality is one aspect of the notion of an Atomic Universal. The Atomic Universals

form a primitive basis for the rest of the Universals that are composed of them.

So observations and observables exist as much as beables do. If they were de-

pendent upon beables, the question can reasonably posed — how does the mere

fact that beables exist give rise to observables? There is nothing in modern physics

that describes how beables create observables. Admittedly, the claim that observ-

ables, as hylomorphic functions, exist independently of beables also does not, by

itself, answer how observables come to be. This is a problem that physics has yet

to definitively address, although there is a reasonable explanation in Pilot Wave

theory, as discussed later. But establishing hylomorphic functions as independent

physical processes bring this problem into relief.

So the hylomorphic functions complete the ontology started by Allori. The prim-

itive ontology as currently conceived describes the objects of physical reality in their

most basic units. The hylomorphic functions are the part of the theory describing

the process by which the physical entities give rise to information, especially the

Atomic Universals that are as fundamental to describing the conceptual, abstract

layer of reality as the primitive ontology of Allori is to describing the physical layer.

Together with the physical entities of the current primitive ontology, the Atomic

Universals extend the primitive ontology to encompass both concrete and abstract

entities.
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This realist viewpoint of Universals as abstract objects can be expressed from

either a Platonic or an Aristotelian viewpoint, since both consider the existence of

abstract objects in reality. The Platonist considers the abstract objects to have

a separate existence in a different plane of being from the physical world. The

Aristotelian considers the abstract objects to exist as a part of physical things.

It can be argued that the Atomic Universals form the basis for natural classes,

in the sense of Armstrong (Armstrong, 1989)7. Armstrong claims that natural

classes are determined by scientific reasoning. The hylomorphic functions provide

the physical explanation for this.

This brings up the question of more complex Universals. How universal are

Universals (or Tropes) such as Redness, Truth, or the Number One? It could be

argued that the Universals we recognize are what they are because we are human

and these are what humans recognize — they are just brute facts. Instead, we

claim that Universals such as these can be considered to be composed of Atomic

Universals, similar to the way physical objects are composed of atoms. The Atomic

Universals are not contingent on human thought — they are part of the fabric of

reality. But the Universals we recognize are formed from our existence as human

beings. This means that there is a basic ground of extreme metaphysical realism

when it comes to the Universals, that also allows for a metaphysical nominalism, if

Trope Theory is true, and also give a physical grounding to the Platonic Universals

of a metaphysical realism.

This differs from the classical notion of Universals, where each Universal is a

concept unto its own. In the hylomorphic conception of Universals, there are Atomic

7Eddon (Eddon, 2013a) uses the term fundamental, or natural, properties
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Universals, instantiated through quantum measurements, that combine to form

more complex Universals with their own Properties. The operators that represent

those measurements must be fundamental in the sense that they form an ontological

basis by which all other more complex measurements and Universal concepts can

be constructed.

Whether all Universals are causally active is a matter of interpretation. Although

all Universals are composed of Atomic Universals, this does not mean that they are

all causally active. In classical physics, the Universals that form its ontological

framework are higher level Properties that are derived from observations of the

underlying physical processes and are not necessarily causally active.

This composition of Universals is constrained by physical necessity instead of

a theoretical hierarchy, such as found in formal logic. So, for example, the hy-

lomorphic hierarchy is constructed in the same sense that an electron is part of a

transistor, and transistors combine to form electronic circuits. Each step of the way,

there is the notion of electrons, but they can be combined to form more complex

notions according to the constraints of the physical processes. The emergence of

more complex Universals is not arbitrary, but based on the nature of the physical

world.

In this sense, a more complicated measurement, such as that represented by

Schrödinger’s cat is not ontologically atomic. It is composed of the individual

concepts that compose it, such as the concept of a cat and what alive or dead

means, along with the complex of measurements that determine whether the cat is

alive or dead. The measurement of a cat being alive or dead is based on simpler
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measurements, just like the cat’s body is made up of molecules which are made of

atoms.

This implies that even the mathematical objects are not fundamental, but are

abstractions of the more fundamental Universals that are the different species of

Atomic Universals. Wave–particle duality implies the existence of both integers

and reals, but the concepts themselves are complex, multifaceted conceptual struc-

tures. They are human constructs more than they are fundamental characteristics

of reality.

For example, Universals that are relational operators, such a A is heavier than B

are not fundamental Properties. The only Atomic Universals are simple quantities.

It is difficult to claim that the relationship between two Atomic Universals can come

about without a mental act that compares the two. This is the case with Johannsen

(Johansson, 2013) who considers relations that depend on collections of scattered

quantities. Eddon (Eddon, 2013b) also discusses a definition of relation based on

the work of Mundy, that involves predicates of variable degree. In both of these

cases, the relation depends on the ability to keep a number of more fundamental

concepts in mind – a problem that does not arise with hylomorphic functions that

instantiate a single Property.

So, just like mathematical objects, laws of nature are not fundamental. To quote

Armstrong (Armstrong, 1997): “It remains true, though, that your average law of

nature that has some claim to be fundamental will be a functional law that connects

two or more quantities. This in turn means that a scientific or a posteriori realism

about Universals will have to concentrate particularly on Universals of quantity.”

Since laws of these types are relational, they can never be ontologically fundamental.
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Trope Theory has seen some work relating Tropes to primitive quantum me-

chanical concepts. Some suggestions have been made on the relationship between

Tropes and aspects of quantum mechanics, such as summary statistics (Orilia, 2006)

or the fundamental forces or particles of physics (Morganti, 2009). Although these

approaches have the virtue of grounding Trope Theory in actual physical phenom-

ena, there is more to Tropes than that. We shall discuss the nature of Tropes in

Section 8, in reference to qualia.

The separate nature of hylomorphic functions from the time symmetrical laws of

physics appears to lead to a type of dualism. That is to say, both the substance of

reality must be acknowledged equally with the process of change in reality. Duality

comes out of the fact that both substance and process are co–equally fundamental

in the basic ontology. Therefore dualism does not imply two separate realms of

substance and spirit — they are two aspects of physics.

This viewpoint makes the class of fundamental atomic measurements that occur

in the collapse of the wave function as ontologically basic — primitive ontological

units — independent of the measurement apparatus used to make the measurement.

The nature of the measuring apparatus is instead dependent on how the apparatus

can be physically constructed to yield a measurement composed of these atomic

hylomorphic functions. Also, the nature of the apparatus is dependent on our

ability to conceive of it, which is based on Atomic Universals.

The concept of hylomorphic functions has implications when it comes to com-

plementarity, especially the relationship between the ontological status of the mea-

surement apparatus and the system being observed.
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As mentioned above, the concept of complementarity originated with Bohr. He

considers a quantum measurement to consist of both the phenomenon being mea-

sured and the apparatus measuring it. This viewpoint has been carried into Pilot

Wave Theory. Durr, Goldstein and Zanghi (Dürr et al., 1996) explain the physical

properties of quantum observables as follows:

The best way to understand the status of these observables —

and to better appreciate the minimality of Bohmian mechanics is

Bohr’s way: What are called quantum observables obtain meaning

only through their association with specific experiments. ... Infor-

mation about a system does not spontaneously pop into our heads,

or into our (other) “measuring” instruments; rather, it is generated

by an experiment: some physical interaction between the system

of interest and these instruments, which together (if there is more

than one) comprise the apparatus for the experiment. Moreover,

this interaction is defined by, and must be analyzed in terms of,

the physical theory governing the behavior of the composite formed

by system and apparatus. If the apparatus is well designed, the

experiment should somehow convey significant information about

the system. However, we cannot hope to understand the signif-

icance of this “information” — for example, the nature of what

it is, if anything, that has been measured — without some such

theoretical analysis.

But extreme metaphysical realism brings this notion into question. This analy-

sis does not explain why there are certain Universals and not others — it does not
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explain the source of the Universals. Seen from the viewpoint of extreme meta-

physical realism there is a circular argument in this view of complementarity: the

experiments represent Universals that are not necessarily atomic, but they give rise

to the Atomic Universals via quantum measurements. This problem is similar in

character to the argument that Kant had used to claim that there must be a priori

knowledge of physical reality that he defined in the Prolegomena (Kant, 2004).

We measure what we ask for. What we ask for is a property of nature. The

properties of nature are what we measure. This is circular. Instead, what we ask

for is composed of more fundamental physical measurements, and the hylomorphic

functions associated with these fundamental measurements produce the result of

our experiments.

The Atomic Universals are fundamental. They form our ontological basis. From

this basis our thoughts are constructed, and this determines what we ask for. Our

knowledge of physics helps us to identify the Atomic Universals which comprise

the observables. Put another way, the reason we set up an experiment in a certain

fashion is because we have an idea in mind about the nature of what we want

to measure. But this idea has to come from somewhere. It arises out of the

hylomorphic functions that form the basis of our conceptual structure.

The hylomorphic functions are the beginning of the process of observation and

have an a priori existence. Insofar as the Atomic Universals make up the basic

ontological Properties of physics, they also form the basis of our knowledge of the

real world in time and space.
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This means that the Universals are the essential preferred basis vectors for quan-

tum measurements8. Laura and Vanni (Vanni & Laura, 2008) argue that the basis

of any measurement is uniquely identified by the physical process involved in the

measurement without recourse to decoherence (Zeh, 1970), (Zurek, 1981), (Horn-

berger, 2009). This means that the physical processes involved in the process of

measurement determine the preferred basis.

Considering the physical processes as fundamental, this recognizes that the in-

stantiation of Universals is not arbitrary, but is the result of the physical processes

that they represent. The different types of Atomic Universals themselves are the

different self–adjoint operators that are the fundamental observables. These opera-

tors have a preferred basis which arises out of the fundamental properties of nature,

not as a result of the structure of the measurement apparatus. This could explain

8Schlosshauer (Schlosshauer, 2005) describes the preferred basis problem this way: Let |ψ⟩ be:

|ψ⟩ =
∑
n

cn|sn⟩|an⟩

The preferred basis problem arises because it is possible that, given a new set of basis vectors |s′i⟩

and |a′i⟩, |ψ⟩ is also:

|ψ⟩ =
∑
n

c′n|s′n⟩|a′n⟩

such that the same post measurement state could appear to correspond to two different measure-

ments of observables Â =
∑

n λn|sn⟩⟨sn| and B̂ =
∑

n λ
′
n|s′n⟩⟨s′n| even though Â and B̂ do not

commute. But the simultaneous measurement of two non–commuting observables is not allowed

in quantum mechanics.

This problem is resolved in decoherence through einselection. The interaction between the

apparatus and the surrounding environment singles out a set of mutually commuting observables.

The preferred pointer basis is the basis in which the system–apparatus correlations |sn⟩|an⟩ are

left undisturbed by the subsequent formation of correlations with the environment.
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why quantum mechanical measurements yield instances of the same Universals:

velocity, mass, charge or spin, instead of something new every time.

The problem is, why do we have the Universals we have and not others? Why

are there some defined set of Atomic Universals and not just an arbitrary or infinite

number of different Universals? Why we have the Atomic Universals we have is a

question that needs to be explored. The reason why they are what they are is

unknown. Perhaps the Atomic Universals aren’t discrete but live on some higher

manifold (Wilson, 2015).

We will further explore the nature of Universals in terms of the Copenhagen and

Pilot Wave interpretations of quantum mechanics.

4.1. Metaphysical Realism in the Copenhagen Interpretation. Given that

the Universals have a real existence in the process of measurement in quantum

mechanics, when it comes to the nature of that existence there is a difference

between the Copenhagen Interpretation and the Pilot Wave theory.

In the Heisenberg/von Neumann/Wigner interpretation of quantum mechanics,

the ontology of Universals would seem to be reasonably simple. An instantiated

Universal is whatever the observer has observed. Of course, what the Universals

are is a complex question in and of itself. But if the Universals are the process

of conscious observation, this takes the existence of Universals out of the realm of

physics and quantum mechanics and puts it into the phenomenological realm of

what consciousness and observation are composed of. Wigner makes that distinc-

tion quite clear. The conscious observation collapses the wave function, which in

the unconscious world is a superposition of states.
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Bohr’s interpretation is more nuanced. Although he discusses the classical ob-

servations and measurements in terms of perceptions — a recognition that some

observer is involved — the observations themselves are physical properties that

have an independent meaning, at least in the sense that they are basic components

of physical theories.

In either case, the measurement occurs at the moment of the wave function’s col-

lapse. Also, this collapse, as separate from the processes implicit in the Schrödinger

wave equation, does not seem to be driven by the physical processes expressed by

the wave equation but by some other principle. This implies a kind of Platonic

realism which separates the existence of physical objects in the real world from

that of Universals as the instantiators of the given measurement. In this viewpoint,

the Universals are instantiated by wave function collapse, and this creation and the

resultant composition of complex Universals from these Atomic Universals occur in

the Platonic realm.

But this still leaves open the question of how the Universals interact with the

objects of physical existence. In the Copenhagen Interpretation, it can be said that

consciousness is what determines the measurements involved in the wave function

collapse, but the question is: how does the Platonic realm interact with the physical

world through this collapse? This is essentially the same as the problem of the

interaction between consciousness and the world in Cartesian dualism.

In the Copenhagen Interpretation, the wave function is one aspect of reality and

the act of measurement is a separate independent aspect of reality that gives rise

to the Universals. Dualism seems to be exist because the observer is different from

the physical waveform. The act of measurement is essentially Platonic — that is
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why it has been so hard to define. Even though measurement has been defined in

terms of decoherence, this just describes the mechanism of collapse. The nature of

the end product of the measurement has an essential reality that the decoherence

cannot explain. The basic kinds of measurement are Platonic Universals in their

own right.

4.2. Metaphysical Realism in Pilot Wave Theory. With Pilot Wave Theory

we have a more thoroughgoing Aristotelian hylomorphism, where the duality of

physical objects and hylomorphic functions are interacting entities in a unified

reality. Instead of the Universals arising from their relationship to the conceptual

objects of physics as the end product of an observation or measurement in the

Copenhagen Interpretation, in the Pilot Wave interpretation they arise directly

from the interaction between a system and its external environment.

The measurement involves some sort of transfer of information from the system

to the apparatus. This can only happen through an interaction between particles

— those of the system and those that transfer the information to the measuring

apparatus. In this sense a measurement is a hylomorphic function that instantiates

a Universal.

For example, Bohm discusses the result of a particle–particle interaction in the

Frank–Hertz experiment as leading to the creation of a number of wave packets,

one of which will be the pilot wave for the particle in the interaction. Each of these

wave packets is associated with one of the eigenvalues of the system. The Universal

from which the measurement selected its value is determined by the basis vectors

that define the eigenvectors of the measurement. This is essentially the selection of

one Property Value over another.
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As mentioned before, these eigenvalues are not defined by the measurement

apparatus, since the creation of a measurement apparatus is dependent on the

Universals that define the apparatus. The Universals themselves are essential to the

measurement and a priori to the whole process. The instantiation of the Universal

exists in and of itself as part of reality, without having to postulate an observer or

a separate plane of existence such as consciousness.

This means that the Atomic Universals are simply the different possible particle–

particle interactions. These form the basis of Pilot Wave theory. A particle in

motion by itself does not instantiate a Universal since there is no transmission of

information. But any interaction between two particles will lead to an instantiation.

The process of wave function collapse in the Copenhagen Interpretation cannot

be explained solely through a physical process. This implies that the existence of

Universals are manifest in a process that transcends the physical. In Pilot Wave

theory, the Universals arise naturally from physical processes.

It has been mentioned by Ney (Albert & Ney, 2013), among others, that particle

position is the only determinate observable — it is the single measurement that

has metaphysical meaning. Or, stated another way, position is the only conceptual

ontological primitive. This may be so, but it leaves open the question of where

the other properties, such as charge, velocity, momentum, spin, etc. come from.

It could be that, similar to the process where quarks form protons, neutrons and

electrons which combine to form the elements of the periodic table, the measurement

of position gives rise to the Atomic Universals that compose the Universals we as

humans know. But the claim that position is fundamental is unlikely, unless we can

come up with a process by which we can show how the other Atomic Universals are
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combinations of position measurements. In classical physics we do have a distinction

between basic properties such as mass, distance and time and other observables such

as velocity and force. This ontology likely carries into the quantum realm in some

sense.

5. Universals And Information

Using the concept of Hylomorphic Functions, we can discuss the metaphysical

nature of information. Analogous to the particle/wave duality as seen in the Com-

plementarity Principle of the Copenhagen Interpretation, there is a similar duality

in the information field of Schrödinger’s equation and the instantiation of Universals

through the act of measurement.

As mentioned by Bohm, Hiley and Kaloyerou (Bohm et al., 1987), it is useful to

consider the Schrödinger Wave Equation as an information field. This information

determines the behavior of the physical particles which in turn gives rise to the

Property Value that is the instantiation of a given Universal. Given the metaphys-

ical definition of information, this instantiation of a given Atomic Universal is an

atomic unit of classical information.

Therefore an instantiation of a Universal is not outside of time and space. They

are instantiated by actual events, located in the space–time continuum and, as we

shall see later, the process of instantiation actually defines time.

This dichotomy between the information field and the Universals that instan-

tiate it is like the distinction between any field and its quanta. The Universals

are events in the information sea. The wave function of the universe contains all

the information that has been and will ever be. The initial configuration of the
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wave function for the universe specifies all future events, including the results of

measurements (Dürr et al., 2012).

Since this field is information itself, and mathematics is the representation of

information (the mathematical objects of Frege’s Platonism) we establish the di-

chotomy between the integers and the reals. The information field represents the

reals, so the quantized nature of information (bits, the excluded middle) represents

the integers. The lack of any intermediate concept implies that the Continuum

Hypothesis is true in our universe.

There is a distinction between information and the medium by which it is carried.

This is due to the duality of substance and process in metaphysics. The hylomorphic

functions create the units of information that are carried by the medium. One of

the essential characteristics of a measurement is that it conveys information from

the observed to the observer. Consequently, the creation of a unit of information

must start at one place and possibly end in another. These instantiations carry

their information from place to place, until they take part in another interaction,

which usually results in giving rise to new bits of information. This is a classical

viewpoint of information, in that the information being transferred is usable in the

sense that it is capable of creating new information. Although the wave function

is the field that gives rise to all the information in the universe, both quantum

and classical information, the information is not usable until it is converted into

classical information.

Hylomorphic functions are how information is created. But we also need to ex-

plain how information is transmitted. Information is transmitted through cascading

chains of Properties: instantiations of Universals. The Properties are generated by
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the transmitter, which gives rise to information. This information is propagated

by these instantiations in the physical medium carrying the message and possibly

received by a last instantiation of a Property in the receiver. If there is no further

transmission, this information is lost or forgotten. All through this chain, the gen-

eration of the Properties as a result of a wave function collapse (for the Copenhagen

Interpretation) or the change in the position of particles (in Pilot Wave theory),

which lead to physical changes in both receiver and transmitter, and all points in

between during the process of transmission9.

Information is not transferred if no Universals are instantiated. The transmission

of information is necessary for us to actually know things. It is probably safe to say

that a measurement — a wave function collapse — is unknowable unless there is

a some sort of interaction with the outside world. If a measurement occurred and

the result is not conveyed, then this information is lost to the rest of the universe.

Besides the transfer of information, we also need to address the meaning of

the information transferred. The Atomic Universals provide the semantics of a

Property. This means that the hylomorphic functions are the basis of meaning.

Meaning is a complex construction based on the Atomic Universals that provide

the fundamental units of information. The fundamental processes of physics ground

the meaning of information in the universe, for example in the way that Atomic

9Collier (Collier, 1999) defines causation as the transfer of information: “P is a causal process

in system S from time t0 to t1 iff some part of the information of S involved in stages of P is

transferred from t0 to t1.” This viewpoint is consistent with the viewpoint expressed here that

the hylomorphic functions are causally active because they generate information, which affects

other systems. In contrast to Collier though, this generation of information is a physical process,

not an abstract mathematical concept.
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Universals generate Properties about some entity in the world, which are combined

to give us knowledge in the form of our sensory input such as sight or sound.

6. Universals And The Arrow of Time

It is generally agreed that, other than some exceptions such as entropy, the laws

of physics do not have a distinction between time going forward and backward.

The reason is that the arrow of time actually comes about through the process of

information creation.

Take the example of entropy. If we have enough information to fully describe

the current condition of all of the physical units in a given volume of space, then we

can make time go backward by using this information to reverse the interactions

that had occurred in the past. Stapp (Stapp, 2011) points out that letting the

Schrödinger wave equation proceed naturally without a wave function collapse does

not increase entropy. Entropy increases through the process of instantiating a

hylomorphic function.

The problem is how to retain and apply the information we have. In the previ-

ous section we have discussed the amount of information in the Schrödinger wave

equation, which contains all of the information available, both past and present,

and the usable information, which was expressed in the hylomorphic functions as

classical information. The information field may contain all of the information in

the universe, but this information can only be transmitted through the instanti-

ation of Universals. It is not possible through this instantiation to have enough

Properties to fully represent the information in the field.

Given any single measurement, the Property instantiated by a Universal is trans-

mitted as the measurement. But there are other characteristics that are part of the
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the system being measured that are lost to the measuring apparatus, since they are

not part of the measurement. They are retained only in the information field.

The arrow of time is due to this loss of usable information. The instantiation of

a Property Value through a hylomorphic function gives us some knowledge through

the instantiation of the Universal but not the complete knowledge of the system.

The loss of knowledge about the other characteristics of the system other than what

was measured results in a functional irreversibility. But we are left with a trail of

information which Maccone (Maccone, 2009) points out is the result of an increase

in entropy.

The arrow of time can be discussed in terms of Maxwell’s demon. The demon

registers a certain piece of information, but not all of the information that can be

collected. If this were possible, the demon would be not just an observer, but one

of the particles in the system. As an observer, it only has access to the Properties

that were the instantiations of the Universal that comprise the measurements of the

system. This means that Maxwell’s demon contains incomplete information and

cannot completely invert the mixture of hot and cold items. This extra information

still exists in the wave equation, but it cannot be recovered through Maxwell’s

demon, which only recorded the information that was measured.

What about the Schrödinger wave equation itself? All information is preserved

in it from the start of time. Theoretically, this means that the universe is symmetric

in time. But the Bekenstein Bound10 means that we cannot have the full history

10The Bekenstein bound is the limit of the amount of information that can be contained in

a finite volume of space (Bekenstein, 1972). A distinction can be made between the information

carried as classical information in a given volume and the amount of information carried by

the Schrödinger wave equation as constituted in this volume. If the Schrödinger wave equation
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of an individual particle stored, only the amount of information that can be stored

in a fixed volume of space. The information field contains all of the information,

but we cannot possibly express as measurement all of the information field. So

although time is symmetrical for the whole information field. there is not enough

usable information to make this inversion possible.

The arrow of time can be considered from a probabilistic standpoint. That is,

given any ensemble of particles in the world we tend to go from a less probable

state to a more probable state. But if all information exists in the wave equation,

then probability is a measure of ignorance. This means that we don’t know all of

the information that led us to the state we have: we only know the information

we received through measurements, which are the results of hylomorphic functions.

The incidental information remains as part of the wave equation and cannot be

recovered. So, although the laws of physics are invertible, we are limited in the

amount of usable information to reverse the actions of physics. This means that

entropy increases just by the nature of this loss of information. The number of states

increase, leading to an increase in entropy, because of the loss of information, which

appears as randomness, but is actually ignorance.

Hylomorphic functions can also be used to explain the difference between A-time

(time has a past, present and future) and B-time (time is tenseless) (McTaggart,

1908). Many physicists and philosophers consider that modern physics can be

contains all of the information possible, both classical and quantum, the amount of information is

more than the Bekenstein bound, especially if the Schrödinger wave equation is not quantized in

space and time, but is a real field. The Bekenstein bound limits the number of bits of information

possible from the outputs of hylomorphic functions.
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expressed in terms of B-time11, but where does A-time come from? Note that the

concept of past, present and future are implicit in the notion of a process: if the

application of a function to some arguments is the present, the values of the input

arguments came from the past and the result of the process exists in the future.

A-time views time as a process, B-time views time as a parameter of objects in a

substance metaphysics. A-time has implicit in it the arrow of time due to the fact

that hylomorphic functions can be one–way functions.

7. The Arrow of Time In Pilot Wave Theory

The Implicate Order of Bohm (Bohm et al., 1987) includes an attempt to define

the arrow of time. Given a particle–particle interaction where an incident particle

is driven by a wave packet, the interaction creates a family of wave packets, where

each alternative wave packet out of the interaction represents an alternative value

that the particle can assume dependent on the interaction. The packet that controls

the particle actively steers it. As time goes on, other wave packets become inactive.

To quote Bohm, Hiley and Kaloyerou (Bohm et al., 1987):

Another analogy to the process in which information becomes inac-

tive can be obtained by thinking of what happens when we make a

decision from a number of distinct possibilities. Before the decision

is made, each of these possibilities constitutes a kind of informa-

tion. This may be displayed virtually in imagination as the sort of

activities that would follow if we decided on one of these possibil-

ities. Immediately after we make such a decision, there is still the

possibility of altering it. However, as we engage in more and more

11For example, see Sider’s (Sider, 1997) defense of four–dimensionalism
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activities that are consequent on this decision, we will find it harder

and harder to change it. For we are increasingly caught up in its

irreversible consequences and sooner or later we would have to say

that the decision can no longer be altered. Until that moment, the

information in the other possibilities was still potentially active,

but from that point on such information is permanently inactive.

The analogy to the quantum situation is clear for the information

in the unoccupied wave packet becomes more and more inactive as

more and more irreversible processes are set in train by the chan-

nel that is actually active. In the case of our own experience of

choice, the inactive possibilities may still have a kind of “ghostly

existence” in the activity of the imagination, but eventually this

too will die away. Similarly, according to our proposal, the inactive

information in the quantum potential exists at a very subtle level of

the implicate order. We may propose, however, that perhaps this

too will eventually die away because of as yet unknown features of

the laws of physics going beyond those of quantum theory.

There may be a more straightforward explanation in Pilot Wave theory for infor-

mation loss than what is described here. This has to do with what becomes of wave

packets in the Schrödinger Wave equation that are not associated with a physical

particle.

We claim that wave packets with no associated particle dissipate. Or more

accurately, the converse is true: the particle keeps the wave packet from dissipating.

If this did not happen then cases would arise where the unoccupied wave packets
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would have an effect equivalent to an occupied wave packet. Bohm discusses inactive

particles, but only in the sense where they take part in the original interaction in

which the packets were involved. But in a cascade of interactions, the dissipation

of the unoccupied wave packets must occur.

Bohm and Hiley (Bohm et al., 1987) discuss a case where an inactive packet

becomes active again, by interfering with the system/apparatus.

At this point, however, one may ask what is the role of the “in-

active” packets, not containing the particles. Can we be sure that

they must necessarily remain permanently inactive? The answer

is that in principle, it is in fact still possible to bring about ac-

tivity of such packets. For example, one may apply an interac-

tion Hamiltonian to one of these inactive packets, say ψr(x), such

that it comes to coincide once again with ψm(x), while leaving

ϕm(y) unchanged. The two packets together will then give us

ϕm(y)(ψm(x) + ψr(x)). If ψm(x) and ψr(x) overlap, there will be

interference between them, and this will give rise to a new quan-

tum state, in which the previously inactive packet, ψr(x), will now

affect the quantum potential, so that it will once again be active.

But what about a packet that goes off and interacts with something entirely

different? This would cause all sorts of ghost interactions. Therefore, an inactive

packet must dissipate after some time. This shows that, besides the wave function

piloting the particle, the particle sustains the packet.

An example of this is the Franck–Hertz experiment. In the original Franck-

Hertz experiment an electron undergoes an inelastic collision with a mercury atom,
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transferring energy to one of the electrons in the atom, moving it into the next

energy level. Bohm performed the calculations for this experiment using Pilot

Wave theory, but to simplify the calculations, he assumed a hydrogen atom. He

described the process where the electron approaches the hydrogen atom and one of

two packets leave based on whether or how the electron transferred energy to the

electron in the hydrogen atom.

Consider two more hydrogen atoms, both down–range from the original atoms,

that interact with the two packets (one with the traveling electron and one without).

The two packets should affect the two down–range atoms equally. But since there

is only one electron in only one of the packets, in actuality only one of those atoms

should be affected. The other packet must have dissipated.

Bohm’s analysis of Pilot Wave theory made this phenomenon explicit. Given a

particle driven by a wave packet that interacted with another wave particle, the

interaction caused the creation of wave packets that resulted from the interaction.

One packet contained the particle after the interaction, the rest dissipated, since

they did not hold that particle.

If it is true that the other wave packets dissipate, then the particles do have

an effect on the wave function. This effect is different from the propagation of

the wave function where no interactions are involved. Just as in the Copenhagen

Interpretation, where there are two separate processes controlling the state vector,

one a continuous process and the other the wave function collapse, in Pilot Wave

theory, there are two separate processes, one which controls the movement of a

particle through space and the other that controls the dissipation of wave packets

that are not associated with particles. One process gives rise to the standard laws of
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physics. The other process controls how Properties are instantiated in Pilot Wave

theory, in the dissipation of the other wave packets that represent the Properties

that were not instantiated.

Decoherence is usually used to describe the arrow of time, but it is not sufficient.

Decoherence is given as the reason for the appearance of irreversibility due to

interactions with the environment, because it is virtually impossible to reverse any

given interaction. But each action is potentially reversible nonetheless. So this does

not define the arrow of time as an irreversible process. In Pilot Wave theory the

arrow of time is the dissipation of empty packets. An instantiation of a Universal as

a Property Value comes from the measurement of an interaction and it is associated

with the packet controlling the particle. But the packets that do not hold the

particle are the alternative Property Values for that Universal. Once a Universal

is instantiated, the alternatives cease to exist and cannot be recovered through

time symmetry, making the hylomorphic functions many to one and therefore not

invertible. This means that they define the arrow of time.

8. Qualia and Tropes

The hylomorphic functions can also explain subjectivity. The hard problem

of consciousness is the attempt to explain subjective reality as it relates to the

physical characteristics that make up thought — the objective world. It has been

argued that consciousness can be entirely explained through physical processes:

that consciousness is purely physical or at best an epiphenomenon 12. But this

feels unsatisfactory to those who believe that conscious reality is something more

than the processes of physical interactions. This is true even for those who argue

12See for example Dennett (Dennett, 1993)
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that perceptions are contingent on physical processes (Levine, 1983). A famous

paper by Nagel (Nagel, 1974) pointed out the difficulty of knowing what it feels like

to be something different than a human, for example, a bat.

Qualia are considered to be the fundamental units of thought. Although they can

be anything from the sensation of light and sound to the expression of an emotion,

qualia always involve some functional change. They are the basic components of

subjective reality, a single irreducible unit of consciousness.

Qualia seem to be more than just the result of physical interactions, but instead

the components of a consciousness that cannot be reduced to purely physical inter-

actions. Chalmers (Chalmers & Gazzaniga, 2004) makes the distinction between

third person and first person data to illustrate this point. The physical processes

of neurological action are third person data, but the subjective reality of thought

is first person data. First person data is the hard problem of consciousness, which

we shall address here.

At one extreme are those who argue that thought and physical processes inhabit

two separate worlds. Plato, in the Phaedo, with his Doctrine of the Forms, consid-

ered these two realms to be separate. Descartes also expressed this same principle

in his Meditations. In both cases, the question arose about how the two separate

realms could interact.

This led to theories that expressed the other extreme — the universe is monist;

there is only a unified reality from which both the physical and the mental arise.

This physicalist response has been contrasted with functionalism, which define con-

sciousness as functional processes that are more than simple physical processes.
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We argue that qualia are not purely physical, arising out of the beables. Instead,

the hylomorphic functions generate qualia. That is, the instantiation of Atomic

Universals are the basic units that make up the functional mental processes. A

consequence of Aristotelian hylomorphism is that the hylomorphic functions op-

erate in tandem with the physical processes of the mind, but the hylomorphic

functions, and their instantiations of the Universals, are a process that is distinctly

different from the substances of physical interactions. This is, as Jackson (Jackson,

1982) argues, what makes qualia different from pure physical reality, not just an

epiphenomenon. The duality of substance and process metaphysics leads to the

duality of body and mind.

Chalmers (Chalmers, 1997) has argued against quantum mechanics as being the

answer to the hard problem of consciousness. The problem he has is with a mind–

body dualism that seems to affect the results of what appears to be an essentially

probabilistic phenomenon. But whether or not the phenomenon is probabilistic (as

in the Copenhagen interpretation) or deterministic (as in Pilot Wave theory), the

action of measurement that gives rise to an instantiation of a Universal is different

from, but associated with, the substances of physics. Chalmers worries about the

nonlocal effects that are present in theories such as the Pilot Wave theory, but

the instantiation of a Universal is essentially local (although affected in a nonlocal

fashion by the wave equation) and this can be argued as being the building blocks

that make up the qualia of subjective experience.

But there is some underlying conceptual hierarchy that defines the structure of

what we know. It is unlikely that a single qualia is a single instantiation of an

Atomic Universal. To use an analogy, a qualia is like a molecule — it is a simple
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combination of even simpler atomic events that are the instantiation of Atomic

Universals. The formation of qualia is not arbitrary, though. The nature of the

Atomic Universals are such that they will only admit to a limited combination

of concepts that are expressed as qualia. These rules are yet to be defined, but

probably they are similar to the composition of more complex structures in physics

and chemistry. A conceptual hierarchy may someday be defined that begins with

the Atomic Universals that lead to the construction of the different types of qualia

which then make up the thoughts that living organisms experience.

This means that the conscious experiences we humans have are due to the com-

ponents of thought and subjective experience which are the result of the combina-

tions of the instantiations of Atomic Universals. These qualia do not exist as purely

physical phenomena, although organisms with identical physical processes will have

identical qualia (Chalmers, 1995). As discussed earlier, in Aristotelian philosophy,

the Universals are separate from physical things, even though they do not exist

apart from things. Because they are not purely physical, they feel different.

Qualia seem to have a dual existence. Just as information is separate from

the medium that carries it, so qualia are separate from the physical substances

that lead to the qualia. Qualia are formed from the processes of hylomorphic

functions. The mind, as substance, can represent the objective reality of what

thoughts, feelings and perceptions come from, but it cannot be the subjective reality

of these experiences.

Rescher (Rescher, 1996) nicely expresses how process metaphysics captures the

notion of qualia:
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In particular, colors, say, or numbers or poems lend themselves

naturally to a processual account. Take phenomenal colors, for ex-

ample. A mental process such as perceiving or imagining a certain

shade of red is simply a way of perceiving redly or imagining redly

- that is to say, in a certain particular way. And here, the relevant

universal is not the abstract quality red, but the generic process at

issue in perceiving (seeing, apprehending) something redly.

Although qualia are basic sensations, this does not imply that there is always

a corresponding perception — let alone an awareness — that can react to the

sensation, nor need there be a consciousness that is self–aware. Like atoms that

can be combined to form more complex structures from molecules up to things like

rocks or animals, qualia can be combined to form more complex mental constructs.

But individual qualia are like individual molecules. They only become part of

perception and consciousness if they are part of a larger conceptual structure.

This concept is somewhat similar to Leibniz’s Monadism (Latta, 1898), although

there are significant differences. One major difference is that Leibniz considered

consciousness to consist of a single monad. The theory of hylomorphic functions

postulates that consciousness is a complex construct built out of qualia which in

turn are composed of hylomorphic functions.

Qualia can help us make a distinction between Universals and Tropes in the

context of extreme metaphysical realism. First, note that qualia are different for

different organisms, and can even differ from organism to organism based on their

ability to perceive the world13. What it is like to be a bat is different from what

13It could be argued that computers have their own qualia, such as inputs from analog to

digital converters, or communication ports.
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it is like to be a human because the two organisms do not share the same set

of qualia. But the Atomic Universals are necessarily true for everyone, because

they are the result of quantum mechanical processes. They are the same for each

mind regardless — they exist as information alone, only secondarily as perceptions.

Tropes are Particulars. They are different due to the qualia that give rise to them.

They are specific to the organisms that have those qualia that they are based on.

The difference forms a continuum, though, from Universals to Tropes. For exam-

ple, relational properties of Atomic Universals are themselves universal, but even

there, they are dependent on the ability of the organism to perceive that relation.

Relations such as “heavier than” or “faster than” are dependent on the ability of

an organism to perceive mass or location (and speed). This cannot be assumed to

be universal for all organisms in terms of their expression. For example, sharks can

sense electric fields. That implies that they can recognize relations such as “more

charged than” that a typical human cannot.

This continuum is also true for the laws of nature. Laws of nature, being re-

lational and not fundamental, are not pure Universals. Because the perception of

the world as qualia defines the Particulars in which the law is based, the expression

of the laws of nature as defined by two different organisms will diverge the further

their qualia are from Atomic Universals and the more that the fundamental units

that make up the law are perceived as more and more complex qualia.

One of the most basic sensations of qualia is the sense of the arrow of time. This

comes about because hylomorphic functions define the arrow of time. This means

that the sense of time is a universal sensation of all minds. Concepts involving mass
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and velocity are also likely to be universal, but perceptions of sound and light may

differ, since their qualia will differ.

Properties (or Attributes) of objects must defined in terms of the qualia of the

observer who instantiates the Properties. That is, the ontological taxonomy of an

organism that senses one region of the light spectrum is different from another

ontological taxonomy of an organism whose sensation of light is different. Because

of this, resemblance of Tropes is due to the fact that Tropes are dependent on

qualia that fall into the same part of the ontological taxonomy. This gives rise to

similarity classes the way molecules composed of the same type of atoms behave

similarly. It also means certain Tropes do not exist for some organisms. Something

like the moral identification of “goodness” would not exist for organisms with no

social structure that recognizes such moral Properties.

Hylomorphic functions can be considered to be a type of panpsychism, but only

in the simplest sense. This comes out of having processes as a fundamental part

of ontology. The operations of the mind are inherent in the hylomorphic func-

tions that give rise to the Atomic Universals. But the universe does not consist

of atomic consciousness, no more than a single machine instruction in a computer

is a computer program. This attitude is similar to that expressed by Chalmers

(Chalmers, 1997) in that the world can be considered as having some elementary

proto–consciousness, but this does not have any larger implications, except when

it comes to beings with more complex decision–making processes.

This means that a measurement in quantum mechanics does not imply a con-

scious observer, either as an elemental Platonic Universal (in the case of the Copen-

hagen Interpretation) or an elemental interaction (in the case of Pilot Wave theory).
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A measurement is the end result of a hylomorphic function, but there may be no

conscious observer to take note of this measurement. Hylomorphic functions are

the basis of sensation, but the perception of that sensation or the awareness of it

requires some higher order processing. Self–awareness and consciousness are not

fundamental — they arise out of these fundamental functions.

In the Heisenberg/von Neumann/Wigner interpretation of quantum mechanics,

consciousness causes the wave function collapse. Put more strongly, Stapp (Stapp,

2011) makes the claim that wave function collapse is consciousness. This is un-

likely, since consciousness involves these types of higher order processing. In terms

of extreme metaphysical realism, consciousness is derived from the wave function

collapse, in the sense that consciousness is a process composed of more primitive

processes. The hierarchical viewpoint that starts with hylomorphic functions as in-

formation, then qualia and the Tropes derived from them, gives a reductionist basis

for the nature of consciousness, and the basic units that consciousness is composed

of. An undifferentiated “consciousness” is like postulating an atomic monad of

thought — a basic unit of physical reality as difficult to isolate as the luminiferous

ether.

Hylomorphic functions are not the act of consciousness affecting quantum sys-

tems, such as the double slit experiment. It is the other way around: instead

of consciousness affecting the experiment, hylomorphic functions are the informa-

tional basis of consciousness. Yu and Nikolić (Yu & Nikolić, 2011) provide some

experimental tests that support this position.

An extreme metaphysical realism that involves processes as fundamental objects

in the basic ontology leads to the existence of qualia separate from the substance
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metaphysics of physical objects. This resolves the hard problem of consciousness.

This is similar to the distinction between packets of information and the medium

that carries them.

9. Experimental Tests

Experimental verification is important because it gives an objective justification

about which view of metaphysics is correct. A metaphysics tested by experimenta-

tion forms the conceptual underpinning of science.

Since we have made the case that the instantiation of Universals can be causally

active, then the process of instantiation and the existence of the resultant Universal

is subject to experimental verification, with implications for an expanded viewpoint

of physics that involves both the concrete objects usually thought of as making up

the physical world, but also the addition of processes as ontological objects in

their own right. Here are some experimental tests that can give credence to this

viewpoint.

9.1. Definition of Information. The claim is that information is exclusively

based on hylomorphic functions. This means that the capacity of an information

channel is based both on the capacity of the medium and by the number of wave

functions collapses and the number of Property Values for each collapse. Therefore,

to increase the bandwidth of a channel you can either increase the number of pos-

sible outcomes of a measurement or increase the number of measurements in time

and space. This gives a measure of the channel capacity of a medium as a function

of the probability distribution of the Property Values generated by wave function

collapses times the number of collapses in a given time period.
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9.2. Entropy as Information. Stapp (Stapp, 2011) points out that entropy only

increases during a wave function collapse. The evolution of the Schrödinger wave

equation does not change entropy.

We claim that entropy changes because the instantiation of a hylomorphic func-

tion loses some information of a state. This implies that entropy does not change

solely because of wave function collapse, but it is also necessary for the associated

hylomorphic function to be a many to one result. A hylomorphic function that

does not lose information is capable of producing the same distribution of states as

before the instantiation of the function and thus no increase in entropy.

9.3. Bohmian Mechanics and the Measurement Problem. As mentioned in

Section 7, after a particle interaction, the wave packets with no associated particle

dissipate. If this collapse takes time, then the dissipating packets could interfere

with nearby wave function collapses. This could be measured. If the collapse is

instantaneous, the only way it can be detected is by showing that the calculation

of a particle interaction in Bohmian mechanics yields extraneous wave packets that

are not detected physically.

9.4. Relativity. We make the claim that all information comes from hylomorphic

functions. Therefore the concept of a clock in special or general relativity is ex-

pressed solely through instantiations of hylomorphic functions. Stapp and Jones

(Stapp & Jones, 1977) say: “Kurt Gödel (Gödel, 1949) has remarked that all cos-

mological solutions of the Einstein gravitational equations have preferred systems

of space–like surfaces that can be used to define an absolute order of coming into

existence.” An alternative to considering a foliation of space–time in relativity is

to formalize space–time as a graph.
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Simultaneity or the lack of it depends on the transmission of information. The

determination of relative velocity depends on this transfer – you cannot tell a rela-

tive velocity without information from the other object. In a graph of information

flow through space–time, the nodes would be specific wave function collapses, and

the edges would be the information transferred to a particular event from previous

events. The edges would be labeled with the time in the past that the information

was received that affected this event along with the Property Value instantiated.

This replaces the geometric representation of space–time as a foliation.

Relativity also plays havoc with the process of instantiating a Universal or a

Trope. Things that are round may look oval to another observer. An object in

transition, such as a bar of metal being uniformly heated, may appear a nonuniform

temperature in another reference frame. Although these relativistic effects can

be formally captured using a graph theory model, they present problems when

considered from a viewpoint that assumes a uniform set of Property Values at a

given time and place.

9.5. Proof of Church’s Thesis. The concept of effective computation is formally

different from formal logic and set theory. In terms of extreme metaphysical realism,

computation is a process that is a fundamental part of the basic ontology, whereas

a set–theoretic definition of property defines predicates on different substances.

Church’s thesis is the claim that all formal systems that express effective com-

putation are identical in their computational and expressive power. With an ex-

haustive enumeration of the Atomic Universals, as currently known, it should be

possible to derive effective computation from the basic fundamentals of quantum
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mechanics. The work of Sulis (Sulis, 2014) can serve as a theoretical basis for this

proof.

9.6. Qualia. We have described the difference between Universals and Tropes as

determined by their source: hylomorphic functions instantiate Universals while

Tropes arise from qualia. There is a continuum from Universals to Tropes depend-

ing on the complexity of the composition of qualia from hylomorphic functions.

Therefore the hylomorphic functions are the criteria that define this continuum.

This means that it is impossible to draw a bright line between Universals and

Tropes.

Psychological studies should show that Universals, especially time, but also mass

and velocity, are truly universal, but Tropes dependent on sensory input such as

sight and hearing will differ to the degree that they are closer to the hylomorphic

functions.

The types of qualia for different organisms are not arbitrary. It should be possible

to demonstrate for each type of qualia how they are derived from the hylomorphic

functions. This derivation will also determine how the resemblance of Tropes is

defined.

It is impossible to ask a bat what their Tropes are and how they differ from that

of a human. But it is possible to ask different humans, such as someone who is

deaf or blind, or someone with synesthesia, about their Tropes. They will differ in

quality depending on qualia.

The determination of single quantities will be universal, but relationships will

differ depending on how the differences are perceived. This also applies to the basic
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units of scientific laws versus the functional relationships of these laws in terms of

the perception of these relationships.

10. Conclusions

In conclusion, hylomorphic functions can be characterized in a number of inter-

esting ways.

• Hylomorphic functions are the process of wave function collapse in the

Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics or the particle interac-

tions in Pilot Wave theory.

– This establishes both observables and beables as essential to the basic

ontology of Quantum Mechanics. The beables are the physical entities

of the basic ontolgy. The observables are the process of instantiation

of Universals.

– Hylomorphic functions collapse the wave function into a single mea-

surement, but this does not make the wave function deterministic from

then on. The instantiation of a Universal is a Property Value that

characterizes the wave function at this time and place, but the wave

function still maintains its non–determinacy due to its other proper-

ties.

– Hylomorphic functions give a physical interpretation to extreme meta-

physical realism. This gives us a duality between substance meta-

physics and process metaphysics.

• Hylomorphic functions are the basic units of information.

– The hylomorphism functions explain why information seems to be in-

dependent of the medium carrying the information. Information is an
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instantiation of a Universal Property, not a physical aspect of matter

itself. Since these Property Values are the outputs of measurements,

they require a medium to carry the information, but being abstract,

they are essentially different from the medium.

– Informational entropy, a measure of the randomness of a system, is also

a measure of the carrying capacity of a communication medium. But

the information — the message carried by the medium — is made up

of the Property Values that the medium carries. These values comes

from the instantiation of a hylomorphic function or functions, and are

therefore the result of abstract Universals.

• Hylomorphic functions define the Arrow of Time.

– In both the Copenhagen Interpretation and Pilot Wave theory, the

hylomorphic functions are many to one and therefore not invertible.

This means that they define the arrow of time. The fact that the

function is many to one also implies that this increases the number of

accessible states, and therefore increases entropy.

– In Pilot Wave theory the arrow of time arises from wave packet dissi-

pation.

• Hylomorphic functions are the atomic units that make up qualia.

– All perceptions and experiences that form subjective reality are com-

posed of qualia. Similar to the objects of our experience being com-

posed of molecules which are in turn composed of atoms, our sensations

are composed of qualia which are in turn made up of the instantiations

of Atomic Universals.
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– This is why both Universals and Tropes exist. Although the Universals

are are based on quantum mechanical phenomena, the higher level

concepts we deal in as part of our nature as humans are Particular

Tropes.

Depending on the interpretation of quantum mechanics, extreme metaphysical

realism could be either a Platonic dualism or a single reality, where the laws of

physics determine the objects of reality and the hylomorphic functions instanti-

ate the conceptual qualities of these objects. Whether these two interpretations

represent different experimentally distinguishable descriptions of the nature of the

universe has yet to be determined.

There are a number of concepts that are fundamental to physics and mathe-

matics, such as the existence of integers and reals and the reality of the universal

basis of effective computation that is expressed in Church’s Thesis. These concepts

should be considered to have a hylomorphic basis — their universality has not been

disproved, so they probably have a real ontological existence.

Dualism is the recognition that the physical world and the objects of cognition

seem to be fundamentally different. The hylomorphic functions provide an answer

to this. But this still leaves open the question of how the concepts and ideas we

think about are composed of atomic hylomorphic functions. Although the objects

of our perception are composed of atomic observations, such as when light impinges

on the retina, these make up the total experience of an object such as a chair. But

there is still the question of how the identification of an object like a chair is done.

This is a combination of hylomorphic functions — forming qualia as observations

— that become the end product of this identification as a Trope.
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Current physics as we know it only describes objective reality, not the subjective

reality of consciousness. The recognition that there is a extreme metaphysical

realism that combines both substance and process is a start in the attempt to

give a formal description of what consciousness is, which will lead to an scientific

approach to the Hard Problem of Consciousness. This approach will probably lead

to a new set of scientific laws that extend physics from objective reality alone to

encompass both subjective and objective reality. This will lead to a unification

of both subjectivity and objectivity as natural phenomena, without the need to

consider any supernatural processes.
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